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ABSTRACT
Did the third Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3) go overboard with
multifault ruptures? Schwartz (2018) argues that there are too many long ruptures in the
model. Here, I address his concern and show that the UCERF3 rupture-length distribution
matches empirical data. I also present evidence that, if anything, the UCERF3 model could
be improved by adding more connectivity to the fault system. Adding more connectivity
would improve model misfits with data, particularly with paleoseismic data on the
southern San Andreas fault; make the model less characteristic on the faults; potentially
improve aftershock forecasts; and reducemodel sensitivity to inadequacies and unknowns
in the modeled fault system.

KEY POINTS
• The UCERF3 model has a rupture-length distribution that

matches empirical data.
• Adding more connectivity to UCERF3 would improve data

misfits.

• More connectivity in seismic hazard models would make
them less sensitive to fault model uncertainties.

Supplemental Material

INTRODUCTION
The third Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast
(UCERF3; Field et al., 2014) is novel in several ways. It is deriva-
tive rather than prescriptive, with an inversion to solve for rup-
ture rates instead of expert-opinion voting (Page et al., 2014). It
bridges the medium-term forecasting gap (Jordan, 2012) by
linking a long-term, fault-based earthquake rupture forecast,
complete with elastic rebound effects (Field et al., 2015), with
short-term clustering driven by aftershock triggering (Field et al.,
2017). Finally, it is one of the first seismic hazard models to
include multifault ruptures. All of these changes required meth-
odological innovation; the end result is a model that is much
more sophisticated than previous hazard models in California.

In this article, I focus on the introduction of multifault rup-
tures into the UCERF3 model, which substantially increased
the connectivity of the fault system. The inclusion of multifault
ruptures has opened up the model to criticism, most notably by
Schwartz (2018), who argues that the model has too many long
ruptures. I show that, in fact, UCERF3 matches the observed
rupture-length distribution—that is, the fraction of earth-
quakes with a given rupture length—quite well, and better than
previous models.

Furthermore, I argue that not only was the inclusion of mul-
tifault ruptures an improvement on past practice, as it allows
the model to include ruptures much like those that have been
observed in the past, but also that there is still further progress
that can be made in this direction. Further increasing connec-
tivity in hazard models such as UCERF will reduce model mis-
fits, as well as make the model less sensitive to inadequacies in
the fault model and provide a better approximation of the
natural system.

RUPTURE-LENGTH DISTRIBUTION
In a recent article, Schwartz (2018) criticizes the UCERF3
model and suggests that it has too many long ruptures (i.e.,
those with rupture lengths ≥100 km). He mistakenly compares
the observed rupture-length distribution (a dataset of 258 his-
torical surface ruptures fromWells and Youngs, 2013) with the
discretization of ruptures in the UCERF3 model. This com-
parison is inaccurate and inappropriate because it does not
take into account the rate at which ruptures of a given length
actually occur in UCERF3. (The discretization of the model is
irrelevant for comparison to data. For example, all large rup-
tures could be discretized twice as finely as they are currently,
resulting in twice as many large ruptures; however, the rate of
each would halve, and the resulting hazard would be the same.)
In Figure 1, I show the appropriate comparison between the
observed rupture-length distribution of Wells and Youngs
(2013) and the rupture-length distribution for UCERF3
“on-fault” earthquakes (these are earthquakes that occur on
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the modeled faults in UCERF3, which have a rupture length
equal to or exceeding the seismogenic fault width). This is
the appropriate comparison to make because it shows, for each
synthetic or observed dataset, the fraction of earthquakes that
actually occur with a given rupture length. The UCERF2 model
(Field et al., 2007) is also shown for comparison. As Figure 1
shows, the mean long-term time-dependent UCERF3
(UCERF3-TD) model (Field et al., 2015) falls within the
95% confidence bounds derived from the observed rates,
whereas the previous model, UCERF2, does not match the
observations at 95% confidence for half of the bins. To have
a large dataset for comparison, this figure uses the entire global
dataset of Wells and Youngs (2013). California earthquakes
make up 12% of this dataset, and a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
shows that the California earthquakes do not have a signifi-
cantly different rupture-length distribution than the entire
dataset (p � 0:34). Indeed, the California earthquake subset
(Fig. S1, available in the supplemental material to this article)
shows a similar pattern as Figure 1, albeit with fewer observed
data for comparison. Figure S1 also shows that, as with the
global dataset, UCERF3 matches observed California data bet-
ter than UCERF2.

There is some hint in Figure 1 that, if anything, the UCERF3
model might underpredict the rates of ruptures over 200 km in
length, given that the model underpredicts the data (but is
within the uncertainties) for bins from 200 to 400 km of rup-
ture length. This is consistent with comparisons to the

Wesnousky database of surface ruptures (Wesnousky, 2008):
compared with this dataset, the UCERF3 model has fewer mul-
tifault ruptures and fewer ruptures with jumps >1 km (Page
et al., 2014).

Finally, 0.47% (not 32%, as claimed by Schwartz, 2018) of
UCERF3 surface-rupturing earthquakes, by rate, are >500 km.
This is not inconsistent with the lack of observed ruptures
>500 km in the observed dataset of only 258 ruptures
(Wells and Youngs, 2013).

CONNECTIVITY: DOES UCERF3 GO FAR ENOUGH?
Incorporating multifault ruptures was a goal of the UCERF3
project, in part because they could alleviate discrepancies in
the model, such as the problem of the “bulge,” that is, an over-
prediction in the rate of Mw 6.5–7 earthquakes. Multifault rup-
tures were also included in UCERF3, certainly, because they are
routinely observed, as in the famous examples of the 1992Mw 7.3
Landers, California (Sieh et al., 1993) and 2002 Mw 7.9 Denali,
Alaska (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003) earthquakes. Following the
publication of the model, the UCERF3 approach was vindicated
by research suggesting that the Newport–Inglewood and Rose
Canyon faults can rupture together (Sahakian et al., 2017), which
is allowed in UCERF3, and by the poster child of multifault rup-
tures, the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikōura, New Zealand, earthquake,
which ruptured >20 mostly distinct faults (Litchfield et al.,
2018). Integration of techniques frommultiple fields such as light
detection and ranging (LiDAR), Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (InSAR), and geological field mapping allowed
the complex Kaikōura rupture to be imaged in such detail. This
suggests that the seeming tendency for more observed complex-
ity in recent earthquakes (e.g., the 2010 El Mayor–Cucapah and
2012 Mw 8.6 Sumatra earthquakes) is due to improved data,
which allows for better resolution of fault rupture, rather than
coincidence. This improved resolution of rupture complexity,
combined with seismological evidence that the size distribution
and triggering potential are insensitive to proximity to major
faults (Page and van der Elst, 2018), suggests that individual
earthquakes may have the same (fractal) complexity as the fault
network itself.

If this is the case, how can we hope to capture the full pleth-
ora of earthquakes that may occur in seismic hazard models?
Following the Kaikōura earthquake, the natural impulse is to
ask if the UCERF3 methodology, applied to the New Zealand
fault system, would have included for the possibility of this
earthquake. The answer, in the literal sense, is almost certainly
no. Even leaving aside the problem that not all faults that rup-
tured were presumed active prior to the earthquake (Litchfield
et al., 2018), the UCERF3 rupture set does not include every
possible set of faults that can feasibly rupture together, for rea-
sons of both computational tractability and scientific improb-
ability (Milner et al., 2013). For example, modeled ruptures
were not allowed to jump more than 5 km between different
faults. This binary rule (ruptures are either included in the
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Figure 1. Observed historical rupture lengths (Wells and Youngs, 2013) com-
pared with rupture lengths from Uniform California Earthquake Rupture
Forecast, version 2 (UCERF2) and the mean long-term time-dependent third
Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3-TD) model. Error
bars show 95% confidence bounds on the true underlying rupture length
proportions, assuming that the 258 observed rupture lengths are inde-
pendent observations of the underlying rupture-length distribution. Note
that UCERF3 lies within the 95% confidence bounds derived from the
observed rupture lengths, whereas UCERF2 does not.
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rupture set or not) is consistent with the ruptures in the
Wesnousky dataset of fault surface ruptures (Wesnousky,
2008). However, it was known at the time of the UCERF3
development to, at least occasionally, be violated, as it was
in the 2010 El Mayor–Cucapah earthquake, which had a jump
between faults of ∼11 km (Fletcher et al., 2016). (However, this
large of a jump is allowed in the UCERF3 epidemic type after-
shock sequence [UCERF3-ETAS] model as a separate, trig-
gered event.) To give a second example, the cumulative
azimuth filter in UCERF3 (known colloquially as the “squir-
relly-ness” filter), which removes ruptures for which the cumu-
lative azimuth changes along strike exceed a given threshold,
was developed solely to keep the number of ruptures in the
model computationally tractable. Without this filter, possible
rupture combinations traversing the high density of faults in
the Ventura and Los Angeles basins would have numbered
in the hundreds of millions.

To obtain the correct mean hazard, however, it is not nec-
essary for UCERF3 to predict the exact rupture process likely

to happen in a future Kaikōura-like rupture. What is necessary,
however, is for the model to capture enough connectivity so
that the modeled magnitude distribution—including the maxi-
mum magnitude—is accurate. Connectivity in the UCERF3
model controls the magnitude distribution on modeled faults
because it determines the maximum allowed magnitude. This
is illustrated in Figure 2, which compares moment magnitude
distributions for the Cucamonga fault in UCERF2 and
UCERF3. In the UCERF2 model, this fault was modeled as
rupturing independently—it was not allowed to “link up” with
neighboring faults to form Mw ≥ 7 ruptures. In UCERF3, it
could link up with nearby faults in a number of different ways,
as shown in Figure 2a, in which faults are colored by the rate in
which they participate in ruptures with the Cucamonga fault.
Both the UCERF2 and UCERF3 models are slip rate balanced,
but the UCERF2 model requires a much higher rate of mod-
erate (Mw ≈ 6:5) earthquakes to match the Cucamonga fault’s
slip rate, given that larger magnitude earthquakes are not
allowed in UCERF2. By contrast, in the UCERF3 model, much
of the moment on this fault can be apportioned to Mw ≥ 7
earthquakes, which results in lower earthquake rates (and
lower hazard, incidentally) on the Cucamonga fault.

Although the UCERF3 model does have more fault connec-
tivity than UCERF2, there are still faults in UCERF3 with quite
low maximum magnitudes due to low connectivity. One
extreme example of this in the UCERF3 model is the 17-
km-long Robinson Creek fault in the eastern Sierra, which does
not connect with any other modeled faults because it is >5 km
away from them. Because of the lack of connectivity with
neighboring faults, the maximum magnitude on this fault is
modeled to be 6.5. This is lower than the maximum magnitude
allowed for off-fault seismicity, which, depending on the logic-
tree branch, is either 7.2, 7.6, or 8.0. Thus, in this area, and
indeed, throughout northeastern California (see Fig. 3) it is
assumed, paradoxically, that earthquakes on the known faults
cannot be as large as those on unknown faults.

Faults such as the Robinson Creek fault are obvious starting
points for adding more connectivity to the model. Adding con-
nectivity also makes faults, on average, less characteristic. In
the case of the Robinson Creek fault, it has a relatively low
seismicity rate, based on observed seismicity near the fault,
compared with its average UCERF3 target slip rate of
0:6 mm=yr. As a result, the Robinson Creek fault is the most
characteristic fault in the UCERF3 model, meaning, for this
fault, the rate of large earthquakes far surpasses a
Gutenberg–Richter extrapolation from the small-earthquake
rate. In fact, for this fault, the minimum supraseismogenic
magnitude (i.e., the magnitude for which the rupture is as long
as the seismogenic width of the fault) rate is 72 times higher
than that the small-earthquake rate would predict with a
Gutenberg–Richter extrapolation.

Adding more connectivity to UCERF3 would also help bet-
ter match the underlying data in the model. For example,
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Figure 2. Fault connectivity controls the local magnitude distribution and
maximum magnitude in UCERF models. (a) Faults that participate in
multifault ruptures with the Cucamonga fault in UCERF3, colored by yearly
rate. (b) Magnitude (Mw) distributions for earthquakes nucleating on the
Cucamonga fault in UCERF2 and UCERF3. In the UCERF2 model, the
Cucamonga fault does not rupture with other faults.
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paleoevent rates along the southern San Andreas fault were
systematically underestimated in UCERF3 (at each paleosite
along the southern San Andreas, the model rate underpre-
dicted the mean observed rate, but was within the 95% con-
fidence bound) (Page et al., 2014). As with all inverse
problems with global constraints, misfits or incorrect model
parameterizations in one area of the model can affect other
areas. In the UCERF3 model, the total number of earthquakes
is limited globally to match long-term seismicity rates inferred
from historical seismicity and seismicity variability (Felzer,
2013). In this case, if the finite supply of moderate-sized earth-
quakes is used up to match slip rates on poorly connected
faults elsewhere in California, there may not be enough of these
earthquakes to match the high paleoseismic rates on fast-mov-
ing faults such as the San Andreas. Increasing connectivity
along some faults could allow more freedom for the inversion
to match paleoseismic rates on other faults.

Within the UCERF3 logic tree, data misfits vary dramati-
cally depending on the logic-tree branch. These misfits can
potentially illuminate fundamental inconsistencies in the data,
the model parameterization, or both. In general, better-fitting
branches allow more slip in large earthquakes (e.g., the Hanks
and Bakun, 2002 scaling relation) or more total earthquakes.

Although individual branches have total moment rates ranging
from 79% to 115% of the total on-fault target moment, most
branches underpredict the target moment, and mean UCERF3
underpredicts the target moment rate by 1%. The slip rates in
the model are difficult to match without allowing either more
earthquakes or more slip in the largest earthquakes. Increasing
connectivity within the model would therefore also improve
misfits because this would allow more slip on faults to be
apportioned to large, rather than small, earthquakes.

Finally, UCERF3 slip-rate fits along the creeping section of
the San Andreas provide more evidence that increased connec-
tivity would improve data misfits. In UCERF3, creep rates are
modeled to have a “rainbow” shape along the creeping section,
with the highest rates of creep in the center (Titus et al., 2006;
Tong et al., 2013). In previous hazard models in California,
earthquakes connecting the southern and northern parts of
the San Andreas were not allowed. The philosophy in
UCERF3 was somewhat different—although historical earth-
quakes have not ruptured through the creeping section, such
an event could be possible but rare. To include a small but non-
zero probability of a throughgoing rupture, at the center of the
creeping section, in addition to a reduction in the seismogenic
area, the target slip rate is reduced by 80% to account for the
portion of creep at depth (Page et al., 2013). This slip-rate
reduction limits the rate of throughgoing ruptures connecting
the northern and southern San Andreas; if the target slip rate in
the center of the creeping section were matched by the model,
throughgoing ruptures would be reduced by a factor of 5 com-
pared with a model in which the creeping section was fully
locked. However, the inversion solution in UCERF3 does
not match the target slip rate at the center of the creeping sec-
tion; in fact, the model slip rate on that portion of the fault is
twice the target. Although the creeping section is still some-
what of a barrier to throughgoing ruptures, it is not as much
of a barrier as it would be if the slip rate were better matched
here, which would be possible if connectivity elsewhere were
increased. Tellingly, in this unique area of the UCERF3 model
in which increased connectivity is not explicitly prohibited by
model parameterization, the solution has more connectivity
than the data inputs would imply. This connectivity in the
solution is added by overpredicting the target slip rate at
the center of the creeping section, which is preferred, in terms
of global misfits, given the other data being fit by the inversion
within the parameterization of the model.

CONNECTIVITY AND CHARACTERISTIC-NESS
How much of an effect on the final model would increasing
connectivity have? One measure of this is the “characteris-
tic-ness,” relative to a Gutenberg–Richter magnitude distribu-
tion, of the on-fault portion of UCERF3. On average, the faults
in UCERF3 have a characteristic magnitude distribution,
although the off-fault portion of the model is anticharacteristic,
so that the total model, with on-fault and off-fault seismicity

Figure 3. Maximum magnitude (Mw) for faults in UCERF3 is highly spatially
variable and is determined by fault connectivity assumptions. The small
black arrow identifies the Robinson Creek fault, a poorly connected fault
discussed in the Connectivity: Does UCERF3 Go Far Enough? section.
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together, matches a Gutenberg–Richter magnitude distribu-
tion. The characteristic-ness of the on-fault seismicity in
UCERF3 varies by logic-tree branch (namely, it is affected
by the choice of magnitude–area scaling relation, the deforma-
tion model, and the total seismicity rate). For example, with the
reference deformation model (Zeng and Shen, 2014), Hanks
and Bakun (2002) magnitude scaling, and the reference branch
for total seismicity rate (the median rate of 7.9 Mw ≥ 5 earth-
quakes per year), total on-fault moment would have to be
reduced by 33% to make the model Gutenberg–Richter for
both on-fault and off-fault components. This rather large
reduction, which is a measure of the model characteristic-ness,
is due to the fact that the fraction of seismic moment on mod-
eled faults in the UCERF3 model is greater than the fraction of
seismicity on modeled faults. If connectivity in UCERF3 were
improved so that all modeled faults could participate in earth-
quakes up to magnitude 8 (still not as large as the largest on-
fault earthquake in the model but comparable with the largest
off-fault maximum magnitude assumed), this branch would
instead require a 22% moment-rate reduction on faults for
the on-fault moment fraction to equal the on-fault seismicity
fraction (which is what a Gutenberg–Richter model would
require). This statistic gives a sense of how much connectivity
could potentially change the moment distribution of the
model, given that many of the poorly connected faults in
UCERF3 have fairly low slip rates. Without making further
changes to UCERF3, this branch of UCERF3 is not compatible
with on-fault Gutenberg–Richter magnitude scaling without a
substantial on-fault moment reduction. If we instead consider
this same branch but with a higher total seismicity rate (e.g.,
the highest seismicity-rate branch of 9.6 Mw ≥ 5 earthquakes
per year), increasing connectivity to magnitude 8 for all faults
in the system does make a Gutenberg–Richter model possible
without additional on-fault moment rate reductions.

Therefore, although increasing connectivity alone is not
enough, for most branches, to remove the “characteristic-ness”
of the on-fault portion of UCERF3, it will, in general, make the
model less characteristic on the faults. Whether faults are char-
acteristic is still a matter of debate, with evidence on both sides
(e.g., Hecker et al., 2013; Page and Felzer, 2015). However,
making faults less characteristic could be advantageous, given
that some faults in the long-termmodel are more characteristic
than empirical aftershock productivity relations imply, mean-
ing that a large earthquake on those faults would produce more
small aftershocks than the modeled magnitude distribution on
the fault assumes. This currently means that UCERF3-ETAS,
the version of UCERF3 that includes short-term clustering
from aftershock triggering, is not entirely consistent with
the long-term model. Furthermore, in general, the magnitude
distributions on faults affect aftershock productivity in a way
that, although consistent with the hypothesis of characteristic
magnitude distributions, has not been directly observed
(Michael, 2012). This was evident in UCERF3-ETAS forecasts

for the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence (Milner et al., 2020).
Aftershock probabilities produced by the full version of the
model for this sequence were lower than those produced by
a no-faults version of the model. The reason for the difference
in aftershock probabilities between the full version of
UCERF3-ETAS and no-faults UCERF3-ETAS is due to the dif-
ference in local magnitude distributions; namely, the no-faults
version of the model has Gutenberg–Richter scaling every-
where. This example highlights the importance of getting
any characteristic behavior correct, given its effect on after-
shock statistics. Increasing fault connectivity in UCERF3, par-
ticularly making connectivity more spatially uniform, would
result in a model less sensitive to areas where the fault mapping
may be poor, which influences local magnitude distributions in
the model. Making connectivity more spatially uniform is also
a more conservative choice, allowing the model to produce
more spatially uniform aftershock productivities without
throwing out valuable information about well-located faults.

CONCLUSIONS
I have shown that adding multifault ruptures to UCERF3
improved fits to empirical rupture-length data but that some
areas of the model still have poor connectivity, which affects
model misfits and local magnitude distributions. Improving
connectivity would make the model less characteristic, more
spatially uniform, and less sensitive to fault model unknowns.

Future versions of UCERF can certainly improve upon the
simple fault-linking rules of Milner et al. (2013); as discussed
previously, the 5-km rule for allowing faults to link has been
broken in previous earthquakes. Paleoseismic and geologic
constraints can hopefully better tune which ruptures are pos-
sible and probable. In addition, physics-based rupture model-
ing can be used to generate much longer histories than the
paleoseismic record and generate statistics of probable rupture
scenarios. In particular, the physics-based simulator RSQSim
(Richards-Dinger and Dieterich, 2012), when applied to the
UCERF3 fault system, produces less spatial variation in dom-
inant magnitude (defined as the median of the moment distri-
bution) than the UCERF3 model (Shaw et al., 2018). This is
because in the RSQSim model, fault connectivity is not pre-
scribed; rather, it emerges from quasidynamic simulations of
fault behavior. Notably, RSQSim catalogs contain higher dom-
inant magnitudes on secondary faults, including faults in
northeastern California that are poorly connected in
UCERF3. Major faults that are well-connected in UCERF3
have lower dominant magnitudes in RSQSim catalogs. By this
measure, the physics-based simulator approach thus yields
more spatially uniform magnitude distributions and more
uniform connectivity than UCERF3.

The more fundamental problem within UCERF3, which
underlies the connectivity issues, is the false dichotomy
between “on-fault” and “off-fault” (background) earthquakes.
Earthquake simulators such as RSQSim have a similar
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separation. Yet statistical evidence does not support a differ-
ence between earthquakes, in terms of productivity or size scal-
ing, among earthquakes along major, high-slip-rate faults, and
earthquakes in the “bulk” (Page and van der Elst, 2018). Given
that nature cannot tell the difference between the “on-fault”
and “off-fault” regime (after all, all earthquakes occur on
faults), we should design our models with a similar nondistinc-
tion. In the simplest version of such a model, we could allow
ruptures to propagate beyond the mapped ends of known
faults. A more complex model would allow stochastic faults,
different with each model realization, to link known faults
in kinematically sensible ways. Such a solution could make
use of the off-fault strain field, not currently used in the
UCERF3 model, to place possible unmapped faults.

DATA AND RESOURCES
The third Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast
(UCERF3) code is available at https://github.com/OpenSHA (last
accessed March 2020). An additional figure comparing the observed
length distribution for surface-rupturing earthquakes in California
with UCERF2 and UCERF3 is available in the supplemental material
to this article.
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